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Current Electronic Document Delivery 
scenario
 User requests a digital document (full-text PDF)
 Provider library retrieves the requested digital 
document but, depending on the license, may be 
obliged to print it and to scan it again
 Provider library delivers the full-text or the scanned 
copy to user
However, final users can copy documents in 
many ways, legally or by infringing 
copyright/licenses
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Current issues
Digital documents are covered by copyright
Digital documents are easily copied
It's hard to demonstrate that a document originates 
from the one users have a license for
We are looking for a way to:
protect copyright/license rights
guarantee user rights to freely use documents 
within the legal, copyright and licensing framework
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Copy protection vs. Copyright protection
Producers and Distributors adopt two different 
solutions:
Copy protection: copy control or prevention
Copyright protection: document tracking and 
verification
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Copy protection
Inhibition of actions to prevent unlawful 
operations
 documents readable by specific software
 use of specific formats for documents
 limits on the number of times documents can be 
read, copied, printed, and where it can be done
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Users are innocent until proven guilty 
 document looks and feels the same as before 
protection was applied
 document can be read by anyone
 users can use document like unprotected copies (ie: 
read, copy, print)
Copyright protection
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Watermarking (1/2)
 the most commonly used copyright protection 
technology
 embeds information into the original document
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Watermarking (2/2)
 information is not removable without destroying the 
document itself
 information is verifiable at any moment
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The future: Watermarking in NILDE
User’s
 Library
User
NILDE 
interactions
User requests a digital document from his library
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The future: Watermarking in NILDE
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The future: Watermarking in NILDE
Requestin
g Library
User Provider 
Library
NILDE 
interactions
Requested document is sent to requesting library via NILDE electronic transaction. 
NILDE:
4. Transforms full­text document in images
5. Embeds watermark information (ID of user, provider and requesting library, 
current date)
6. Sends watermarked document to requesting library and deletes it
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The future: Watermarking in NILDE
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Requesting (user’s) library sends the watermarked document to its user
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Watermarking: Two main approaches 
(1/2)
Spatial Domain Watermarking
How
 operates on image itself
 modifies properties like brightness, contrast or 
image's color
Pro
 easy to implement
Contra
 can be easily removed by image manipulation 
(rotation/distortion/resolution)
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Watermarking:Two main approaches 
(2/2)
Frequency Domain Watermarking
How
 uses mathematical methods to transform images in 
waves
 operates on wave properties (frequency,amplitude, 
etc)
Pro
 invariant to image manipulations
Contra
 hard to develop
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NILDE Watermarking (1/2)
We are analysing frequency domain watermarking 
techniques.
Our watermark property requirements:
 invisibility (not visible to eyes)
 robustness (not easily removable)
 blindness (verifiable without original copy)
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NILDE Watermarking (2/2)
Objectives:
 Anyone is able to read watermarked documents 
without visible modifications
 No-one is able to remove watermark without 
knowing how it has been inserted
 Embedded information can be read by any 
enabled entity and thus document owner 
authorization can be verified at any moment, 
even if NILDE has deleted the original document
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Conclusions
 We can avoid producing hard copies of documents 
before delivery by automating the process of 
transforming full-text PDF to scanned-image PDF
 Prototype watermarking module will be distributed 
under Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS) 
License
 First prototype released by the end of 2006
 We would like to convince publishers not to require  
restrictive protections for users in DD/ILL
 We are looking for partnerships with publishers 
willing to test and verify our approach
